Noise Update Modeling for Speech Enhancement: When do we do enough?
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Abstract
In speech enhancement, it is generally assumed that if you can update your noise estimate on a frame-by-frame basis, you should achieve the highest level of enhancement performance. However, for many noise types and environmental conditions, it is not necessary to perform an update on a frame-by-frame basis to achieve superior performance if the noise structure does not change rapidly. For applications where compute/memory resources are limited, better overall speech performance could be achieved if a more reasonable update rate is estimated so that available compute/memory resources could be made available to the enhancement algorithm itself. In this study, we propose a framework to model the noise structure with the goal of determining the best update rate required to achieve a given quality for speech enhancement. Speech systems generally develop specialized solutions for noise which are unique to each application (i.e., recognition, speaker ID, enhancement etc.). Here we propose a model to predict the noise update rate required to achieve a given quality for enhancement. We evaluate the algorithm across a corpus of four noise types under different levels of degradation. The error between the mean observed and the mean predicted Itakuta-Saito (IS) values of quality are typically between 0.06 to 1.78 IS for our model selected noise frame update rate of 1 frame every 5 frames using the Log-MMSE enhancement scheme. Finally we consider mobile and resource limited applications where such a framework would be useful.

Index Terms: speech enhancement, noise modeling, noise update rate.

1. Introduction
The field of speech analysis and modeling has evolved dramatically over the past forty years, from early electronic models to source filter frameworks, to rapid DSP based strategies. Over the past decade, the use of speech technology in real environments has rapidly increased. This is due to the proliferation of mobile devices such as cell phone and PDA technology requiring speech recognition and interactive dialogue systems. Environmental noise has therefore become one of the primary causes that limit speech system performance in real world environments. Traditionally solutions for noise are addressed separately for every speech area (e.g., coding, recognition, enhancement, speech recognition, speaker ID, etc.). Current solutions to address noise fail in two areas which limit the interoperability of systems. These systems are usually customized to operate only under specific environments, but if the environment changes there is a rapid decrease in system performance. Systems that address this issue are computationally expensive in terms of resources that are expensive for mobile speech systems. It would stand to reason that a field of noise processing would evolve that would address a wider range of speech applications focused directly on noise analysis, modeling and processing in the real world. In this research, we propose a framework for noise modeling with specific application to determine the update noise rate required to achieve a given quality of speech enhancement in an environment. This would provide a means to better utilize the available computing resources of a mobile voice system. The main goals of this paper are (a) Using noise modeling to achieve effective speech enhancement performance with restricted computational resources. (b) To be able to redirect computational resources by limiting noise modeling requirements to improve overall speech system performance.

2. Noise and Speech
Noise has been addressed differently for every speech area. For speech coding the issue of noise resistance is focused on strategies that make coefficients more robust to noise. Noise has been addressed for speech recognition and speaker identification systems under the title of environmental robustness. There are three basic approaches in the case of recognition systems, (a) Enhancing speech to obtain the estimate of clean speech and using that for recognition purposes, (b) Model Adaptation under different noise conditions, (c) Retraining models or multiple models using noisy data. Noise is addressed differently across different areas of speech processing. One main problem to be addressed is that of speech communications in changing adverse conditions.

3. Noise and Speech Enhancement
Speech enhancement is the process of recovering the speech signal information from a received degraded feature vector. Speech enhancement is extremely important for speech systems because noise is ever present in communications [1]. (a) It is the process that aids speech communications under noisy conditions (voice communications such as telephony, hearing aids, etc.). (b) It is a front-end for many speech systems such as speech recognition and speaker ID systems. The goals of speech enhancement are different under dif-
different circumstances. Under extremely noisy conditions the main task of speech enhancement is to make speech communication possible by removing the noise from speech. Under mid to low noise conditions with intelligible speakers the speech enhancement focus shifts to reducing listener fatigue during speech communication.

The distortion at the output of the speech enhancement process is a function of mainly two variables: the environment (the power and stationarity of noise) and the algorithm itself (artifacts introduced). Here, the kind of environments which are to be addressed reflect to a large degree the output quality of the speech enhancement process. Most speech enhancement algorithms use a spectral estimate of the noise. In single channel systems, it is typical to use the first few frames of speech for noise estimation, or a voice activity detector is employed and noise is estimated at intervals where no speech is present. In dual channel systems, one channel is normally dedicated to noise estimates to enhance the speech plus the noise channel. Under non-stationary conditions we require regular noise updates to have a good estimate of the noise spectral structure. In this research, we focus on providing an estimate of the number of updates of noise required to obtain a given quality of enhancement, given the noise type and noise power in that environment. Our attempt here is not to formulate a new algorithm for enhancement or noise tracking methods but to provide a framework that would help the above algorithms perform better by reducing the computational load for a given task. If we know the number of noise updates required for a given quality of enhancement, we can utilize the computing resources in a better way. For example a stationary environment would require fewer updates to provide better enhancement relative to the clean speech than a non-stationary environment. So, under such environments the computational resources are therefore more effectively directed towards tasks other than noise estimation. If large amounts of computational resources are required to obtain a given quality of enhancement, algorithms that are more computationally intensive but provide better enhancement can be used.

4. Noise Processing Framework

We propose a framework towards achieving the above goal in Fig. 1. We construct a model for the noise update rate against the resultant quality measure for different noise types across different SNR values using speech degraded under pre-defined environmental conditions. We use these models to estimate the number of noise updates required for a given environment. In a real world scenario, the system deployment would be as follows: Once the noise type and power are determined [5], we use the pertinent model for that environment to estimate the update rate required for the required level of speech quality; conversely the output quality can be estimated given the update rate used for the environment.

4.1. The Itakura Saito Measure

We employ the Itakura-Saito measure [2] as an objective quality measure of the enhancement of the speech signal. This measure is based upon the dissimilarity between the all pole speech spectra of the original $1/A(\hat{\alpha}^s,\omega)$ and processed (degraded or enhanced) waveforms $1/\hat{A}(\hat{\alpha}^s,\omega)$ as,

$$d_j(\hat{\alpha}^s,\hat{\alpha}^e) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} \left[ \log\left( \frac{1}{|A(\hat{\alpha}^s,\omega)|} \right) - \log\left( \frac{1}{|A(\hat{\alpha}^e,\omega)|} \right) \right] d\omega$$

where

$$\tau(\omega) = \log\left( \frac{1}{|A(\hat{\alpha}^s,\omega)|} \right)$$

$$\hat{\alpha}^s$$ and $$\hat{\alpha}^e$$ are the all pole model parameters from the gain normalized and the processed speech spectra. The symmetric IS measure is obtained as follows,

$$d_{IS}(\alpha) = \frac{1}{2} (d_j(\hat{\alpha}^s,\hat{\alpha}^e) + d_j(\hat{\alpha}^e,\hat{\alpha}^s))$$

This measure assigns a large weight when the error is due to differences in shape or location of spectral peaks, and a smaller weight for error in spectral valleys. This is desirable because the human auditory system is more sensitive to errors in formant peaks, than to spectral valleys between peaks. If the value of $d_{IS}(\alpha)$ is zero, then the speech signal is the same as the noise free reference. The quality measure has an effect on the update rates and the performance of the noise modeling framework since different measures assign different weights across different attributes of speech signals. The IS measure is a non symmetric measure since the IS Measure between signals (a,b) is not the same as the IS Measure between signals (b,a), and the reason we use the symmetric version in Eq. 3. The IS score ranges from 0 to $\infty$, with values between $0-0.75$ representing small levels of distortion typically associated with vocoder distortions, and values above 5.0 reflecting more severe background distortions. Average IS measures that are greater than 5 represent severe distortions and would be an upper bound across noise types.

4.2. The MMSE Algorithm

The enhancement algorithm we use is the minimum mean square error log-spectral amplitude estimator proposed by Ephraim and Malah [3]. We intentionally select a well established, traditional method in order to focus our efforts on noise modeling for enhancement. The log-MMSE algorithm uses a distortion measure based on the log spectra to estimate the speech signal, and assumes that over short intervals that speech and noise are essentially uncorrelated. The algorithm minimizes the following distortion measure,

$$E(\log A_K - \log \hat{A}_K)$$

The clean speech is estimated using the following expression

$$\hat{A}_K = e^{E[\log(A_k Y_k^s)])}$$

where $\hat{A}_K$ denotes the $k^{th}$ Fourier expansion coefficient of the estimate of clean speech, the speech signal and the noisy observation. This estimator was used because of its relative simplicity over other enhancement algorithms. Other extensions to MMSE have been proposed which employ human auditory characteristics eg by the auditory masked threshold.
5. Algorithm

The overall process for noise update modeling is shown in Fig. 4. We assume a dual channel system with one channel that contains only noise and another that contains degraded speech. The type of noise is detected and the appropriate model for that noise is used. This model is constructed using the mean of the enhanced speech enhanced across different update-rates. When an unknown utterance arrives, the required model is selected and the models are interpolated to obtain the estimate of the IS measure (12th order LP model is used for IS ). We use the 192 core set from TIMIT utterances to construct the models. The 192 sentence TIMIT set was degraded using four noise types: aircraft cockpit noise, multi-speaker babble noise, stationary car noise and white Gaussian noise (AIR, BAB, HWY, WGN). The four noise types were selected because of their varying degree of stationarity and their spectral properties.

The degraded utterances are enhanced by the log-MMSE algorithm. The noise updates for the log-MMSE algorithm are performed using noise from the second channel (i.e., to ensure an even noise frame update process; future work will consider non-uniform update rates based on silence intervals for single-channel systems). The average IS measures are calculated for these utterances for different noise update rates and are recorded. The same procedure is carried out for a range of SNR values. This results in the final update rate model for the given environmental conditions.

While estimating the IS measure for the given update rate for an unknown utterance, the models corresponding to the detected noise environment are selected. These are interpolated to obtain an estimate of the model for the given SNR conditions. At given update rates, the respective IS measures can be estimated using this noise model. Alternatively, the update rate can be predicted using the model plots in Fig. 2 given that we select the particular IS score which is contained in the range (note: this is more appropriate for noise types such as BAB, which show a varying range of resulting IS speech quality as the update rate is reduced from 1:5 (one update every five frames) down to 1:50 because of the time varying nature of the noise; if there is no IS change versus noise frame update rate as in WGN, then it may not be possible to achieve a desired IS score by selecting the appropriate update rate since the model plot is flat).

6. Evaluation

The noise models for speech enhancement were obtained using the above outlined scheme. The flow diagram of the noise modeling process is summarized in Fig. 4, and the resulting models are illustrated in Fig. 2. The frame size used was 20 ms weighted using a Hamming window and the noise estimate was calculated as the magnitude square of the Fourier transform. The speech and noise signals were all sampled at 16kHz and PCM encoded. The Fig. 2(a) depicts the mean IS values after enhancement across all frames for different noise update rates with one noise update every 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 frames respectively. We represent this as (1:x ) which corresponds to one update every 5 frames. The variance in IS measures across all frames for different update rates is shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) shows the mean IS values after enhancement for the aircraft cockpit noise model for update rates at SNR values of 0 dB, 5dB and 10dB. A total of 24000 sentences were enhanced during the process of obtaining the update rate models in Fig. 2.

The Stationary car noise is low frequency restricted bandwidth noise from a Chevy Blazer traveling on a highway at 65

![Figure 2: (a) update rate model showing the mean for white Gaussian noise, babble noise, aircraft cockpit noise and stationary car noise (b) the variance of the IS measures for different update rates, and (c) the update rate Vs. IS measure model for aircraft cockpit noise for different SNR values 0dB, 5dB and 10dB.](image-url)
noise types, and then enhanced using a noise update rate of one update every 100 ms or 5 frames (1:5). The average IS measure across frames was then compared to the estimated IS measure from the pre-trained models.

7. Results

The flow of the enrollment-test-evaluation (ETE) process is shown in Fig. 4, and all tests were performed according to this standard. The output from the evaluation phase is the error in the IS measures of the mean of the observed (from the experiments) and the estimated values (from the models). The models were trained at SNR values of 0 dB, 5 dB and 10 dB. These were then tested for degradation levels of 2 dB, 5 dB and 7 dB in order to determine the ability of the noise update model to generalize for SNRs which were not used in training in order to predict accurate update rates. The results are shown in Table 1. The mismatch in mean IS values are typically of the order of coding distortions for the AIR, HWY, and BAB noise types. However, the error for WGN is more than 1.0, which is typically a little more than that caused by coding distortions this is due to the white spectral structure of WGN. Experiments were carried out using a noise update-rate of one in five frames. This update rate is approximately where plots for stationary noise types start to become flat and the decrease in update rate does not reflect on the IS measure plots. If a high noise update rate is required to achieve a required quality using spectral subtraction methods, it is possible to achieve better quality using other enhancement strategies such as iterative schemes (Auto-LSP [6]) that use more resources and therefore provide better overall enhancement.

Table 1: Error between Predicted and Observed IS measures for noise types at SNR values at an update rate of 1 update every 5 frames

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>Noise types</th>
<th>AIR</th>
<th>HWY</th>
<th>BAB</th>
<th>WGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2dB</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>-0.6361</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>1.7833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5dB</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0515</td>
<td>-0.5109</td>
<td>0.6693</td>
<td>1.6241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7dB</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2917</td>
<td>-0.683</td>
<td>0.3591</td>
<td>1.2683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a framework to model noise and its impact on the required update rate necessary to achieve a given enhancement quality. Furthermore, we used the resulting noise models to estimate the required update rate for different noise types and levels of degradation. This approach would be useful to improve performance of next generation mobile speech systems by allowing a more effective noise modeling solution to be established up-front, and re-directing available compute/memory resources to improve enhancement or other speech processing tasks, thereby improving overall system performance. In theory, the resulting speech quality could be reduced using the proposed scheme, however when compute/memory resources are limited for cellular platforms, PDAs, and other mobile systems, the trade-off is always in achieving the best overall solution. Future algorithm development could include: (i) integrating the proposed framework with voice activity detection system; (ii) exploring the impact of non-uniform noise frame estimation (here, we assumed a second channel was available to draw noise estimates from; further work could explore from a statistical perspective the potential improvement knowing that periods of silence are inserted between phrases in spontaneous speech) for single channel systems; (iii) considering alternative quality measures that have higher correlation with subjective quality for modeling the noise update rate. This research also provides insight into the enhancement process and its dependence on update rate. As seen from the models for stationary noise types, quality does not depend on the update rate if the update rate of noise is below a limit. Therefore, effective estimation of the degree of stationarity would also provide a useful metric for determining proper noise update rates. Finally, the resulting spline models could be employed in other speech applications that could benefit from front-end enhancement where computing resources are limited.
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